Topics of Interest

Goals
- Debt Policy
- Cost & Risk

Markets
- Primary Markets
- Secondary Markets
- Active Debt Management
- Subnational Debt
- Financial Analysis
- Debt Crisis

Back Office
- Documentation, Settlement & Bookkeeping

Legal Issues
- International and Macroprudential Regulations
- Contract Standards
- Debt Restructuring
- Institutional & Organisational Framework

Transparency
- Accounting, Statistics, Reporting & Auditing
- Investor Relations & Rating Agencies

Economic Analyses and Policies
- Macroeconomic Analysis
- Economic Policies
- Multilateral Financing

Best Practices
- International Best Practices

WHY JOINING THE PUBLIC DEBT MANAGEMENT NETWORK?

- Gaining easy and fast access to more than 7,000 research papers about PDM
- Keeping in touch about most relevant topics regarding PDM
- Being updated on latest news and reports, upcoming events, conferences and courses on PDM issues
- Sharing research
- Contributing with country-specialised infos on PDM issues
- Knowing and sharing sound practices on PDM

The Public Debt Management Network

A unique initiative fostered by

Printed by MEF — Centro Fotolitografico — Italy
MEF, OECD and World Bank for the Public Debt Management

The Ministry of Economy and Finance – Treasury Department, the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development and the World Bank promote the “Public Debt Management Network” (PDM Network).

This initiative aims to foster an organised and regular circulation - in both advanced and developing countries - of information about all topics regarding sovereign debt management, sovereign bonds markets trends and sovereign debt strategies. Particular attention is paid to the internationally recognised best practices.

Information is shared by means of the website www.publicdebtnet.org.

The PDM Network also promotes international dialogue among sovereign debt managers and other Institutions, as well as academics, experts and the general public.

Since its start in 2004, the PDM Network remains an original and unique initiative in the field of international cooperation between governments and multilateral institutions.

By the PDM website, users gain easy and fast access to a rich documentation, covering any area about public debt management policies.

The What’s new section features a daily-updated selection of News on sovereign and other public debt markets from authoritative online newspapers and info providers, as well as the most recent research papers, reports, events and courses, selected from most important academic and financial internet sources.

Website subscribers are mailed the weekly newsletter “Emerging Sovereign Debt Markets News” featuring news selected by the PDM Secretariat from the Thomson Reuters EIKON © information services, and the bimonthly “PDM NETWORK Newsletter”, which collects papers, reports, courses and other events concerning public debt management issues.

Website subscribers and users

Following a free sign-in procedure, subscribers are sent the weekly and bimonthly newsletters. The Network has currently more than 900 subscribers based in 136 countries in all geographical areas. Website features are also open to other internet users: in 2020, more than 40,000 users were recorded.

The website allows to access a steadily-updated, huge selection of specialised documents, featuring more than 8,000 papers and reports as of mid-March 2021. Around 7,000 news are published each year. These results are also achieved thanks to information coming from the Network subscribers.